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Ruin 
 The Library Reimagained

In his essay, “On the Uses and Disad-
vantages of History for Life” Friedrich 
Nietzsche discusses how a “critical ap-
proach to history” allows the past to be 
used as a vital force for future life and 
action. Such assumptions have led me 
to consider how the ruins of the old 
Hamm’s brewery complex in St. Paul, 
Minnesota is a compelling site for the 
design of a new rare books library, 
inspired by Bazon Brock’s notion that 
“one can only understand the known 
from the new; one can only experience 
the new with a new view of the old.” 

The design of the new library will sup-
port the experience of the past by giving 
precedence to the sharing of knowl-
edge and ideas. This will occur within 
spaces that explore paradoxical rela-
tionships between past and present: 
where the ruin of the old brewery is sup-
ported by new architectural renovations, 
and where the foundations of the old 
design support the new program. 

Likewise, the sophisticated systems of 
technology needed to house many of 
the very rare books and old manu-
scripts may create tensions between the 
traditional understanding of a library 
and its inevitable future. This poses a 
challenge to modern assumptions re-
garding time as something progressive 
and linear.

Up until the Renaissance, the library 
was viewed as a living immortal collec-
tion of the past within the present. This 
changed  due to the shifting of culture 
in the western world, from the under-
standing of experiential existence, to  
scientific explanation. In the early 20th 
century the library was prominent figure 
in the American landscape. Many librar-
ies built at this time were magnificent 
and beautiful examples of works of ar-
chitecture, but this was just a façade.  

Martin Heidegger, A 20th century 
German philosopher, critiqued the 
modern era. Heidegger suggested that 
the modern library lost its way, losing 
itself within the technology. In his essay 
“The age of the world picture,” he sug-
gests that “The scholar Disappears. He 
is succeeded by the research man who 
is engaged in research projects. The 
research man no longer needs a library. 
Moreover, he is constantly on the move. 
He negotiates at meetings and collects 
information as he congresses. He con-
tracts for commissions with book pub-
lishers. The latter now determine along 
with him which books must be written.”  

Heidegger is criticizing the modern 
age’s obsession with the new, the fresh, 
the incisive, at the potential loss of the 
possibility of “creative questioning and 
shaping out of the power of genuine 
reflection. The modern library as Hei-
degger suggests has failed to give life 
to the texts that are preserved, instead 
they seem to be treated as a “Standing 
Reserve.” A Resource that is stored, 
until it is consumed later. The 20th cen-
tury library very much so could be con-
sidered a standing reserve. Fluorescent 
lights replaced open windows, closed 
white rooms is where people read. The 
library became institutionalized, giving 
no imaginative qualities to the building 
itself, leaving behind the ruins of what 
were once the centers for learning, 
knowledge, and imagination
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1- Main Entry
2- Foyer/welcoming desk
3- Book display and digital media
4- Historic hamm’s brewery display
5- Rare books and manuscript display
6- Ruins
7- Storage
8- Freight elevator
9- Loading dock
10- Secondary south entry
11- Gallery
12- Flexible display space
13- Mechanical
14- Secondary book display/reading area
15- Souh entry foyer
16- Auditorium 
17- Upper gallery
18- Reading/studying rooms
19- Grand reading room
20- Scenic outlook
21- Restoration lab/offices
22- Mechanical

Ruin brick preservation detail

Double skin detail

Enlarged arm detail

Ruined brick

Aluminium mulliontapped mortise anchor

Tensioned support cable

Single layer laminated 
glass system

Spiderglass clamp

Double layer-glass units with
translucent insulation

Interior single layer 
laminated glass wall 
system

Permiable louvers for 
passive ventilation and 
flushing

Maintenance catwalk

White suspension rod

Slip connection

Metal and wooden braced 
shelf system

Central support column

Actuated servo arm

Magnetic bearing system

Hydraulic lift system

Fire supression 
system

Climate controlled glass 
preservation enclosure

Robotic book 
retrieval arm

Details:

Mechanical spaces

Rare book preservation enclosures

Vertical circulation

Basement ruins in reflection

Grand reading room interior view

Preservation enclosure in ruins view

Views  and callouts:

Floorplan key:

Basement ruins support the new revealing the history of what once was
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